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Abstract
A safety-critical system comprising several interacting and software-intensive systems must be carefully analyzed to
detect whether new functional requirements are needed to ensure safety. This involves an analysis of the systemic
properties of the system, which addresses the effect of the interaction between systems and system parts. The paper
compares two hazard analysis methods, which are often considered well-suited for such software-intensive systems: the
Functional Hazard Analysis (FHA) and Systems-Theoretic Process Analysis (STPA). The focus is on the selection and
improvement of the best methods, based on the lesson learned from the comparison of FHA and STPA. The analyses
cover the hazard analysis processes, systemic properties, and the criteria of requirements. The paper concludes that
STPA is the better choice over FHA. Insights are obtained to align both STPA and FHA methods with the broader topic
on risk management, i.e., hazard analysis method improvement, cautionary thinking, uncertainty management, and
resilience management.
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Introduction

When novel technologies involving more electronics and
programmable systems are developed to increase the
efficiency and safety of a system in the industry, it may
lead to more complex interactions of hardware and software,
with failure modes that are difficult to foresee. Failures may
not only stem from component failures, but can also be
systemic due to unintended interaction of component and
functions1,2. Hence, it is important to select suitable analysis
tools to identify possible ways in which the system might
fail, including systemic failures. Many sectors rely on IEC
615083 to qualify novel Electrical/Electronic/Programmable
Electronic technology for systems that are critical for
ensuring industrial facilities’ safety. According to the
standard, a hazard analysis process is necessary before the
system can be qualified for operation3–5.

A good starting point before selecting a hazard analysis
method is to define the relevant terms. Hazard is defined as
a source of danger that may cause harm to an asset 6. A
hazardous event is the point at which control of the hazard is
lost 6. The event involves interaction between the hazards and
the contextual conditions (e.g., environmental state or human
activity). Hazard analysis is a process to identify hazards,
hazard consequences, and the causal scenarios (or factors)
leading to the hazards5. Management of such hazards (e.g.,
by prevention or mitigation) may result in additional system
requirements that might affect its design, operation, and
maintenance activities3,7.

If the hazard analysis methods are to be applied to
novel technologies, they must have several characteristics.

For example, the methods should be suitable for analyzing
functions, rather than their realization. This means that the
analysis should consider the expected (or specified) behavior
that may harm the system, rather than the actual behavior
since many of the realization details are abstract4–6,8. Also,
the method should facilitate a systemic approach1,9, whereby
the system elements and the implication of their interactions
are revealed at the system level. Last, the methods should
allow for a structured approach to producing new design
and operation requirements based on hazardous scenarios10.
The purpose is to integrate the hazard analysis results in the
system development process. Based on the above-described
characteristics, we identified several alternative methods
of hazard analysis: Preliminary Hazard Analysis (PHA),
Functional Hazard Analysis (FHA), Software System
Failure Mode and Effect Analysis (SSFMEA), Hazard and
Operability study (HAZOP), Systems-Theoretic Process
Analysis (STPA), and Functional Resonance Analysis
Method (FRAM)1,2,5,11. Some of these methods have
been advocated as part of the sector-specific standards,
including aerospace industry4 (FHA), automotive industry12
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(HAZOP), and process industry13 (PHA and HAZOP).
STPA and FRAM are relatively recent hazard analysis
methods that have attracted wide attention14–16. STPA has
recently been recommended in ISO/PAS 2144817 to ensure
the safety of the intended functionality of autonomous
vehicles. Variants of the above-described methods are not
explored further in this paper (e.g., control-HAZOP is
considered HAZOP). The only exception is in SSFMEA,
which is a system-based analysis, whereas the original
Failure Mode and Effect Analysis (FMEA) is a component-
based analysis.

The long list of hazard analysis methods makes the
selection for the most suitable method a challenge. The main
objective of this paper is to analyze and compare the hazard
analysis methods based on the characteristics mentioned
above. The goal is to select and, where needed, improve the
best method for hazard analysis of novel technology. The
objective comprises the following three research questions:

RQ1. How do the selected hazard analysis methods identify
the same or different functional hazards?

RQ2. How do the selected hazard analysis methods provide
a systemic perspective on the system for analysis?

RQ3. What are the main differences between the derived
safety requirements?

The remaining part of this paper is organized as follows.
The next section provides a review of the list of hazard
analysis methods and the preliminary selection made to
limit the comparison process into two methods based on the
derived characteristics. The methodology section describes
the approaches to answer the research questions and includes
the procedures for hazard analysis. The case study section
describes the example from the oil & gas industry to
demonstrate the two methods’ capability. This is followed by
a presentation of the results of the analysis and discussions
on the findings. Section overall implication contains our
recommendations and the implications for other subject
areas. The final section concludes the finding in the paper.

Review of the hazard analysis methods
We reviewed the hazard analysis methods to limit the number
of methods to be considered for further analysis into a
maximum of two. We identified two attributes that capture
the methods’ functional and systemic characteristics: the
ability to capture the undesired functional behavior and the
linearity of the utilized accident model. The requirement
generation characteristic requires an in-depth understanding
of the methods’ results. Hence, it was not considered suitable
for inclusion as part of the preliminary review.

Ability to capture the undesired functional
behaviors
During operation, the actual behavior of functions may
deviate from expectations. Examples of the functional
behavior are the realization of function (e.g., activated, not
activated, when needed, not needed, as required, too short,
or too much) and the function timing (e.g., correct, early, or
late). The undesired functional behavior needs to be assessed
according to the context (e.g., where and when it may occur)
to be classified as a functional hazard.

All methods have different procedures to identify hazards
(e.g., the required inputs, the process, and the outputs10).
Some methods might have influenced each other during
decades of development, resulting in substantially similar
hazard identification procedures. For example, PHA was
designed to analyze broader types of hazards, including
energy source, functional, operational, component, material,
lesson learned from other systems, undesired mishaps, and
failure modes5. These hazards are captured through the use
of a checklist. PHA is designed to be a preliminary analysis
and has extensive coverage. The results of the analysis
performed using the method suffer from the lack of depth,
and therefore additional methods are needed to supplement
the process.

Ericson5 recommends using FHA for analysis of
functional hazards because the method utilizes a list of
functional hazard types (e.g., functional failure, operates
incorrectly, and function timing). A variant of FHA called
Functional Failure Analysis (FFA) focuses on how the
function can fail18. Both of them are deemed the same
method because they utilize a similar functional hazard type
list. Many authors also consider FFA a variant of FMEA
known as predictive FMEA, due to the utilization of the
FMEA method18. The FMEA method involves systematic
checking for possible combinations of functions, failure
mode types, and operational mode. In this paper, the term
FHA is used to represent FHA and FFA.

According to Pumfrey18, both SSFMEA and (software)
FHA utilize the same procedures to identify undesired
functional behavior. SSFMEA is tailored to analyze the
software’s functional behavior. By contrast, HAZOP was
initially developed to analyze hazard and operational
problems in system design6. HAZOP analyzes combinations
of parameters (e.g., flow or pressure) and guide words (e.g.,
more, less, no) to check the possible deviation from the
design intent. STPA regards hazards as all unsafe control
actions (UCAs) performed by controllers to the system
(or controlled processes) that occur in a specific context1.
Finally, FRAM checks whether the aggregation (or coupling)
of the variability of all functions in the system may result
in an increased, unchanged, or dampened variability at the
system level2.

Linearity of the accident model
Causal analysis processes for the hazards are developed
based on an accident model. Hollnagel2 states that the
accident models can be classified into three types, based
on differences in their principles of causality: simple linear
models (e.g., the Domino model), complex linear models
(e.g., the Swiss Cheese model), systemic model (e.g., the
Systems-Theoretic Accident Model and Process (STAMP)
and the Functional Resonance Accident Model). In a simple
linear model, the accident is caused by a linear sequence
of causes (e.g., failures, errors, or organizational problems).
Here, the focus is to provide recommendations to eliminate
one cause in the sequence. In a complex linear model,
dependencies between events may affect the event sequence
that results in accidents. To manage this dependency, the
focus is shifted by strengthening the barriers and defenses.
In a systemic model, the dependencies are not only due
to a combination of events but also due to complex
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couplings between interacting components. An accident can
be prevented by controlling the system state to prevent
transition into an uncontrolled (unsafe) state1,2.

Both the simple linear model and the complex linear
model have been utilized in the causal analysis process of
the hazard analysis methods such as PHA, FHA, SSFMEA,
and HAZOP. Initially, the causal analysis focuses only on
finding the direct root cause of a hazardous event (simple
linear model). This approach works due to the simplistic type
of system utilized at the time (i.e., mechanical or hydraulic
system). When the number and complexity of the system’s
components increase (i.e., electronic system), the interaction
or dependency may become a significant contributor to a
hazardous event. Hence, a complex linear model is then
adopted to the traditional method to increase the analysis
coverage. The shift from utilizing a simple linear accident
model to a complex linear accident model shows how the
methods’ causal analysis process is evolving depending on
the system to be analyzed (i.e., simple or complex).

Recently, the systemic accident model has been developed
to include the different complexity characteristic of the
system. Leveson’s1 and Hollnagel’s2 criticize of the limited
perspective of the linear accident models. According to them,
while dependencies are considered already in the complex
linear model, they still occur due to combinations of failures.
A systemic model allows for identifying possible harmful
interactions without failure in the system. STPA and FRAM
are the hazard analysis methods that utilize the systemic
accident model

Several comparison analysis results support their critics.
For example, Leveson et al.19 perform a comparison between
STPA and the ARP 4761 safety assessment process and
claim that the former is better for safety assessment.
However, they did not indicate whether this difference in
result is due to the accident model used or due to the
flaws of the methods utilized in ARP4761. For example,
to claim that FHA (part of ARP 4761) considers only
failures during the analysis does not mean that it is limited
to consider component failure as a cause. It is possible
to expand the perspective to the systemic level and find
that functional failure can also be caused by an interaction
problem between two or more components (without any
failure). This argument shows that the limitation in ARP4761
is not because of the method but by the accident model’s
limitation.

Yousefi et al.15 compare AcciMap, STAMP, and FRAM.
This comparison focuses on the systemic model and does
not discuss the contrast with the linear model. In another
research, Sulaman et al.20 have a different claim. They
perform a comparison between Software System FMEA
(SSFMEA) and STPA for a collision-avoidance system and
conclude that neither method is superior. Some hazards are
unique to both SSFMEA and STPA. They claim that both
methods complement each other. The SSFMEA method that
they utilized focuses more on component failures and does
not have a systemic perspective of the system due to the
bottom-up approach.

The examples above show the systemic accident model’s
advantages over the linear accident model for causal analysis.
This does not mean that the traditional hazard analysis
methods (e.g., FHA) are not as good as the new hazard

Table 1. Review of hazard analysis method attributes

Methods Ability to capture undesired
functional behavior

Linearity of the
accident model

PHA Type of functional hazards
(can be expanded to other
type of hazards)

Complex linear
model

FHA Type of functional hazards Complex linear
model

SSFMEA Type of functional failures Complex linear
model

HAZOP Combination of guidewords
and parameters for process
condition

Complex linear
model

STPA Type of unsafe control
actions

Systemic model

FRAM Aggregation of variability in
the function

Systemic model

analysis methods (e.g., STPA and FRAM). The shift from
a simple linear model to a complex linear model in the
traditional methods indicates that they can apply a new
accident model for improvement. If the systemic model is
as better as it is claimed, research on its application need
to be performed with the traditional methods. This would
provide users with options to develop the traditional methods
(if possible) or to utilize the new methods.

Method selection
Table 1 summaries the attributes of the reviewed hazard
analysis methods. The varying abilities to capture the
undesired functional behavior make it difficult to distinguish
between each method. Therefore, the method selection is
mainly based on the linearity of the accident model, with
one method for each model. This is also to verify the claim
for the systematic accident model advantages over the linear
accident model. Logical reasoning and reviews of relevant
literature are performed to support the decision.

For the complex linear model, PHA, FHA, and SSFMEA
have similar procedures in capturing the undesired functional
behavior, with FHA as the recommended method for
analyzing functional hazards. Comparatively, HAZOP may
not be suitable for analyzing novel technology due to a lack
of detailed system design. Therefore, FHA is selected for the
method with a complex linear model.

For the method with a systemic model, we refer to
the comparison analysis by Yousefi et al.15. He finds that
STPA is more capable of finding hazards systematically as
compared to FRAM. We use this finding as the basis for the
selection of STPA in the paper.

Methodology
The research methodology is as follows. First, FHA and
STPA are performed separately on a case study. The
functional list’s input to both methods is controlled to
be the same to accentuate the differences between both
methods’ results. It is validated by associating each function
in the FHA to the function in the STPA. Both hazard
analyses are performed by the same person (first author).
This may introduce subjectivity in the assessment process.
Verification is performed by all the authors on the presented
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results to reduce the subjectivity. The case study focus is
on both method’s ability to identify hazards and produce
requirements. Therefore we decided not to do a risk
assessment for both methods.

Then, a comparison analysis is performed to answer the
RQ1. A mapping between FHA and STPA procedures is
required for the comparison process, which is described later.
The analysis focuses on analyzing the cause of the similarity
or difference of the results from every step of the hazard
analysis methods.

RQ2 is answered by comparing the properties of the
causal scenarios with the system properties. We utilize
the Composition, Environment, Structural, and Mechanism
(CESM) model21 as the reference system properties.
Composition refers to every component that built the system
(e.g., controller, sensor). Environment refers to the boundary
condition in which the system may influence or be influenced
by (e.g., water depth or temperature). Structure refers to
the (physical or abstract) relation between the components
or the components and the environment in the system
(e.g., communication between components). Mechanism is
a process that describes the behavior of a given component,
structure, or environment (e.g., interaction in the software
function). According to Wan22, the CESM model can aid
in investigating systemic behavior (i.e., emergence). Thus,
we can evaluate whether these four properties in the hazard
analysis method can lead to the identification of systemic
causal scenarios.

RQ3 is answered by evaluating the requirements against
the criteria for a requirement. While there is no consensus
on what makes a good requirement, Holt et al.23 state that
these eight criteria should be considered: (1) identifiable,
(2) clear, (3) solution-specific, (4) have ownership, (5)
have origin, (6) verifiable, (7) able to be validated, and
(8) have priority. (1) Identifiable refers to the ability of
the requirements to be traced back to their cause. (2)
Clear refers to the need to have unambiguous meaning
for every requirement. (3) Solution-specific refers to the
application of the requirements to a specific system. (4) Have
ownership refers to the stakeholders that need to satisfy the
requirements. (5) Have origin refers to the targeted subjects
that need to follow the requirements. (6) Verifiable refers to
the ability of the requirements to be checked for correctness
by the designer. (7) Able to be validated refers to the ability
of the requirement to be demonstrated for compliance. (8)
Have priority refers to the relative level of importance of one
requirement to the other. We assumed that the above criteria
are necessary to form a requirement that can be utilized
immediately for decision making. Thus, we can utilize them
to evaluate whether the hazard analysis methods can provide
such requirements.

Finally, all the research questions’ analyses results are
discussed at a higher level to conclude the selection of
the better method for hazard analysis of novel technology.
The research’s implication is analyzed according to the risk
management topic in general, to indicate the required next
step for integration of the method with the safety assessment
process.

The following subsections describe the FHA and STPA
procedures. Modifications are applied based on the identified

literature. Afterward, a mapping of FHA and STPA
procedures is provided for the comparison analysis process.

Functional Hazard Analysis (FHA) procedure
FHA procedures have evolved over the years. It seems
that there is no consensus on how exactly FHA should be
performed4,5,8,24. While there are different wordings and
number of steps in FHA from different sources, essentially,
the procedure includes the following seven steps:

1. Describe the system. The system description may be
obtained from the conceptual design and operation of
the system and functional list5.

2. Model the interactions of the functions. The model
may be constructed based on the functional list.
While this step is not recognized as a separate step
in the referred documents, Ericson5 recommends
using a model to aid the analysis. Examples of the
modeling methods are the functional flow diagram
and Functional Analysis Structure method (FAST)
diagram.

3. Identify hazards. Hazards may be identified systemati-
cally by checking the combinations between functions,
operational modes, and functional failure modes4.
The operational modes are obtained based on the
conceptual operational procedures for each function.
The functional failure mode is a generic list that is
defined early before the hazard identification starts.
Examples of functional failure modes: functional loss,
unintended activation, and incorrect operation24.

4. Identify consequences. Each consequence may be
identified by checking the possible propagation effects
from the functional hazard to the system level (e.g.,
using an inductive method5).

5. Analyze causal factors (or scenarios). A single (or a
combination of) causal factor(s) may form a scenario
that caused hazards. The causal factors are based
on conceptual design and operation, the function
model, and historical experiences. ARP 47614 focuses
on causal factors due to failure. As argued in the
previous discussion, it may be possible to expand
the causal factors’ perspective into possible scenarios
involving multiple causal factors with no failure. No
failure means that the system has been implemented
according to the specification, but the specification
lacks the ability to handle the scenarios.

6. Assess risk. The risks for every hazardous event are
assessed from the magnitude of the consequences and
the likelihood of every causal scenarios4. According
to Rausand6, the risk analysis process for the hazard
analysis method may be qualitative (e.g., utilizing
qualitative scale) or semi-quantitative (e.g., utilizing
risk priority number).

7. Provide recommendations or generate functional
requirements. Depending on the analysis purpose, it
is possible to either directly recommend solution(s)
to prevent/mitigate the hazard or to generate a
functional requirement24 as guidance during the
detailed design process. The first option is preferable
for mature technology with historical experience. For
the conceptual design of new technology, functional
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requirements are better as they do not limit the
possible solutions. The functional requirements can be
coupled with other methods (e.g., FTA, FMEA, and
common cause analysis) to derive the non-functional
requirements (e.g., reliability and safety performance
requirements) as performed in ARP 47614.

Several researchers (see, e.g.,8,24) has demonstrated the
FHA for hazard analysis at the system level and find several
weaknesses of FHA. Allenby and Kelly24 argue that the
generic functional failure mode list in step 3 still has a
limitation due to the overuse of incorrect operation hazard
type as the complementary keyword to capture abstract
functional failures. They propose to utilize HAZOP guide
words to obtain more comprehensive safety requirements24.
Besides, the processes of causal and consequence analysis
are still based on a brainstorming process that does not
guarantee the completeness of the results5,8. Wilkinson and
Kelly8 claim that it is challenging to discover coupling or
dependent failure causal scenarios using the brainstorming
process.

Based on the identified weaknesses above, we made
several considerations for FHA’s application in our study.
First, system modeling was supported by using a FAST
diagram. A FAST diagram depicts the model sequence and
dependency between functions (e.g., main, supporting, and
continuous)25. Each function is modeled as a box with
connections to the other functions and may have different
roles in the system (e.g., main function or supporting
function). In the FAST diagram, the right function is the
precursor of the function to the left (a sequence).

Next, HAZOP guidewords (i.e., omission, commission,
late, early, and value) were utilized for a functional failure
mode list as recommended by Allenby and Kelly24 to have a
comprehensive scope for the analysis.

For causal scenario analysis, we utilized the FAST
diagram and the system conceptual design and operation.
The possible causal scenario was obtained by identifying the
potential agent (or component) performing the function and
its dependency on the next function. Information from the
conceptual design and operation is used to infer the agent’s
(e.g., temperature or pressure) possible external effect on the
system. We decided not to go too deep into detail to maintain
simplicity (e.g., rotor, stator, or motor shaft failure would be
assumed as one pump motor hardware failure).

We developed a rule for safety requirement generation
to transform the functional failure mode keywords into
functional requirement keywords. The transformation rules
are listed in Table 2.

Systems-Theoretic Process Analysis (STPA)
procedure
STPA utilizes system theory and system thinking based on
STAMP. The STPA procedure consists of four steps26:

1. Define the purpose of the analysis

(a) Describe the system. The system description is
based on the conceptual design and operation of
the system and functional list.

(b) Identify System-level Loss, System-level Haz-
ards, and System-level Safety Constraints. They

may be obtained through a brainstorming process
based on system description and experience from
similar systems.

2. Model the control structure

(a) Identify controller responsibility and process
model. They may be developed based on a
system description. They describe how the
controller responds to new/updated information.

(b) Build the Hierarchical Control Structure (HCS)
model. The model is constructed based on
the functional list, controller responsibility, and
process model. Every agent in the system (e.g.,
controller, controlled process, or supporting
system) is modeled as a box. Each box may
have connections (modeled as arrows) with other
boxes based on the functions (e.g., control
actions or feedbacks). In the HCS, the controller
is an agent responsible for controlling agents at
the lower hierarchy level.

3. Identify Unsafe Control Actions (UCA)

(a) Identify UCAs. Each UCA may be identified
by checking the combination between control
actions, environmental conditions/system states,
and UCA types. Control actions are obtained
from the controller responsibilities. Environmen-
tal conditions are obtained from the process
model. There are six types of UCA: control
action not provided when needed, provided when
not needed, provided too late, provided too early,
stopped too soon, and applied too long.

(b) Generate Controller Constraints (CC). Each CC
may be generated by transforming the UCA
type keywords into constraint keywords (e.g., not
provided is transformed into must provide)27.

4. Identify Loss Scenarios (LSc). Each scenario may be
identified based on every aspect in the control loop
(e.g., controller, sensor, actuator, controlled process,
communication, and environmental influence).

Several researchers have demonstrated STPA for analysis
of complex systems28–30 and found several weaknesses of
STPA. Due to the attempt to increase the hazard coverage,
STPA suffers from a state explosion of the number of UCAs
to be analyzed31. Prioritization is required as follow up
to focus the available resource. Also, the use of STPA is
not straightforward since it requires the analyst to develop
an HCS. This may not be a familiar task for the common
practitioner of hazard analysis28. Finally, Kim et al.30 also
question the absence of stop criteria preventing the analyst
from going too deep into the details.

Based on the identified weaknesses above, we have made
considerations for applying STPA in our study.

First, we did not perform a prioritization for STPA since
it does not conform with the original intent of the STPA
method by Leveson1. She argues that the main strength of
STPA is to derive a comprehensive list of safety constraints.
Those interested in the risk analysis process for STPA may
refer to the paper by Kim et al.31.

Next, we utilized a recommendation by Kim et al.32

when modeling the system. They propose to include the
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Table 2. Transformation rule from keywords into FHA functional requirement and STPA controller constraints

Keywords FHA functional requirements STPA controller constraints

Omission / Not provided
(when needed)

. . . must be provided . . . . . . must provide . . .

Commission / Provided
(when not needed)

. . . must not be provided . . . must not provide. . .

Provided too late . . . must work within required time . . . . . . must provide . . . within required time
. . .

Provided too early . . . must not start working too early . . . must not provide . . . too early . . .
Stopped too soon – . . . must provide . . . continuously as

required . . .
Applied too long – . . . must stop providing . . . after the

condition changes
Provided wrong value . . . must be provided correctly . . . –

power supply as part of the control action and include it for
UCA identification. This may avoid the omission of essential
hazards from the analysis. The power supply was modeled as
a supply function with a green arrow in the HCS model.

Like FHA, we developed a rule to transform the type
of UCA keywords into controller constraints keywords for
controller constraint generation. The transformation rules are
listed in Table 2.

Comparison analysis procedure

The descriptions of FHA and STPA procedures show that
they have different methods and perspectives on analyzing
hazards. However, the core objectives of each step are
similar. For example, step 3 identify hazards of FHA and step
3 identify UCAs of STPA are processes to identify hazardous
events (or hazards in STPA). Table 3 shows the mapping of
both FHA and STPA procedures based on each step’s core
objectives. The listed terms for each step of FHA and STPA
denote the different terms used by each method during the
specific phase of the analysis. Table 3 also shows how the
process of FHA (2a-6a) and STPA (2b-6b) are different.

The mapping of both method procedures allows com-
paring the case studies’ results in each analysis step. The
analysis is performed at a higher level to avoid the influence
of technical discussion that may blur both method’s charac-
teristics and presented in separate discussions. Specific to the
comparison of causal scenarios and safety requirements, we
utilized the previously mentioned approaches to answer the
RQ2 and RQ3.

Case Study

The Åsgard subsea compression system in Norway33

inspires the case study, where two protection systems
(process control and safety) exist independently of each
other. The integration of process control & safety concept
is a novel technology applied as an alternative solution to
reduce the complexity of the physical architecture9,34. This
concept is part of the use case in the Safety 4.0 project, where
the goal is to develop a standardized safety demonstration
approach for novel subsea technologies34. This concept may
increase software complexity, thus decreasing the confidence
in its functional capability. This case study is deemed as
sufficiently complex and relevant for use in our study.

System description

The system process flow diagram is illustrated in Figure 1.
Redundant equipment and utility systems (e.g., network
switches) are not illustrated in the Figure 1 for simplification.
The subsea compression system consists of a scrubber, a
compressor, and a pump. The system’s goal is to ensure
high gas flows and recovery rates from the well. The
liquid mixture is recovered from the well and goes to the
scrubber for separation. The dry gas is then compressed in
a compressor, while a pump pumps the separated liquid.
Both the dry gas and the liquid are then delivered to the
topside facility for further processing. The study focuses
specifically on the control and safety mechanism in the
pump. A high voltage electronic power unit is used to
power the pump operation. Here, the Process Control System
(PCS) is utilized to maintain the level of liquid inside the
scrubber by changing the pump’s speed. If the liquid level
gets too low, the gas can go through the pump (gas blow-
by) and cause overpressure downstream35. The Process Shut
Down system (PSD) is implemented to increase the pump
protection system’s integrity by shutting down the pump in
case of the low-low (a technical term to describe the low limit
for PSD) level detection in the scrubber.

The PCS loop consists of level sensors, Master Control
Station (MCS), operator, PCS node, driver controller, and
other systems. The level sensor detects the deviation of
process condition and sends the signal to MCS for automatic
logic solver response. Information from the MCS is also
provided to the operator to see whether manual intervention
is required. Depending on the control loop mode (automatic
or manual), the PCS node needs to select the prioritized
response (from either the MCS or the operator command)
to the driver controller for regulating (increase or decrease)
the pump speed.

The PSD loop consists of level sensors, MCS, PSD
node, relay & breaker, operator, and other systems. The
level sensor detects whether abnormal condition occurs
in the system and informs the MCS for automatic logic
solving response. During an abnormal condition, MCS
needs to automatically shut down the equipment by passing
information through the PSD node to relay & breaker
to stop the pump’s power supply. It is also possible to
receive shutdown command from other systems in case
of emergency. In this case, the operator is responsible for
shutting down the power supply directly.
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Table 3. Mapping of FHA and STPA procedures

FHA term FHA (Generic) hazard analysis
procedures

STPA STPA term

– System description –

Functional analysis structure
technique diagram

System modelling Hierarchical control structure

Hazardous events Hazard identification Unsafe control action

Consequence Consequence
identification

System-level loss & System-level
hazard

Causal scenario Causal scenario analysis Loss scenario

Safety requirement Safety requirement
generation

Controller constraints

Figure 1. Simplified process flow diagram of subsea gas separation and compression to topside facility with the communication
lines for PCS and PSD

In this system, a physical integration with a logical
separation concept9 is implemented at the Master Control
Station. It means that the PCS and PSD share the
same hardware while separated logically in the software
architecture. They are designed to work parallel to each
other, with the safety system has higher priority over the
process control system when utilizing the same hardware
resources.

Results

FHA results
The functions of the described system were modeled in
the FAST diagram, as illustrated in Figure 2. The top
path describes the pathway for activation of safety function
while the bottom path describes the pathway for activation
of process control function. Each function’s operational
mode was specified based on the output of the targeted
function’s preceding function and condition. For example,
the operational mode of aut. command pump shutdown
function was the output of detect abnormal level (i.e.,
normal, low, or low-low) and the condition of detect pump
status (i.e., running, unknown, or stopped). The complete
functional list and operational mode are listed in Table 4.

Examples of the FHA results for step 3a-5a are presented
in Table 5. The hazard identification process identified 64
hazardous events from 168 possible combinations (between
functions, operational modes, and the failure mode list).
Identification of the consequences showed that 21 HEs might

result in Con1 equipment damage, 40 HEs might result in
Con2 unnecessary loss of production, and 3 HEs might result
in both types of losses. The causal analysis process identified
206 possible Causal Scenarios (CaS) associated with the 64
hazardous events (HE).

Safety Requirements (SR) are generated for the functions
based on the identified HEs and CaSs. 64 SRs corresponded
one to one to the identified HEs. The identified CaSs were
included in the SRs as guidance during the formulation of
prevention/mitigation solutions. Examples of the SRs based
on the HEs listed in Table 5 are (the SR format is SRId. SR
[CaSId]. SRId and CaSId refer to the numbering of the SR
and the related CaS):

• SR001. Stop pump function must be provided within
the required time when there is shutdown command,
and the pump status is running / unknown [CaS001]

• SR015. Aut. command pump shutdown function must
not be provided when scrubber level status is normal,
and the pump status is running / unknown [CaS050-
056]

• SR043. Command change pump output function must
be provided correctly when the priority check result is
to change pump output, and the pump status is running
[CaS125-126]

• SR048. Aut. pump output change command function
must be provided when scrubber level status is low,
and the pump status is running / unknown [CaS142-
148]
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Figure 2. FAST diagram of pump protection system

STPA results
The boundaries of STPA analysis were the System-level
losses, System-level hazards (H), and System-level safety
constraints, as listed in Table 6. The equipment protection
system was modeled as an HCS in Figure 3. The complete
list of functions, associated agents, function types, and
process models are listed in Table 4.

UCAs were identified from the combination of control
actions, process models, and UCA types. In total, out of
134 identified combinations, 56 were classified as UCAs.
15 UCAs might result in H1, 32 UCAs in H2, and 9
UCAs in H3. Table 6 shows that H.1 corresponds to L1
(15 UCAs), while both H2 and H3 correspond to L2 (41
UCAs combined). Examples of identified UCAs are (the
UCA format is UCAId. UCA [HId]. UCAId and HId refer
to the numbering of UCA and H):

• UCA001. Pump motor provides stop pump command
to the pump too late when there is a shutdown
command, and the pump status is running / unknown
[H1]

• UCA015. MCS provides Aut. command pump shut-
down to the PSD node when Scrubber level status is
normal and the pump status is running / unknown [H3]

• UCA026. Pump motor stops providing regulate pump
output to the pump too soon before the condition there
is a command to change pump output, and the pump is
running changes [H2]

• UCA027. Pump motor provides regulate pump output
to the pump too long after the condition, there is a

command to change pump output, and the pump is
running changes [H2]

• UCA044. MCS does not provide Aut. pump output
change command to the PCS node when scrubber level
status is low, and the pump status is running / unknown
[H2]

The control loops associated with every UCA were
analyzed further to identify the Loss Scenario (LSc). There
are 346 identified LScs. Examples of the LScs are (The
format of LSc is UCAId.LScId. LSc. UCAId and LScId refer
to the numbering of UCA and LSc. UCAId.LScId shows the
link between every LSc to the associated UCA):

• UCA001.LSc001. Local battery as spare power pre-
vents an automatic shutdown of the pump

• UCA015.LSc093. Problem in the control path caused
by unreliable data from topside communication

• UCA015.LSc094. Problem in the control path infor-
mation caused by topside communication failure

• UCA015.LSc095. Problem in the received informa-
tion caused by unreliable data from subsea communi-
cation

• UCA015.LSc096. Problem in the received informa-
tion caused by subsea communication failure

• UCA015.LSc097. Problem in the controlled process
due to PSD node hardware failure

• UCA015.LSc098. Problem in the controlled process
due to PSD node software error

• UCA015.LSc099. Problem in the controller due to
MCS hardware failure
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Table 4. Functional list of the pump protection system for FAST diagram & HCS

FAST
ID

Function Operational mode / Process model
(Condition)

HCS
ID

Function
type

Agent Target

Fun02 Stop pump Shutdown command (Yes/No)
Pump status (Run/Stop/Unknown)

C01 Control Pump motor Pump

Fun03 Stop motor power
supply

Shutdown command (Yes/No)
Pump status (Run/Stop/Unknown)

C02 Control Driver
controller

Pump motor

Fun04 Aut. open circuit Shutdown command (Yes/No)
Pump status (Run/Stop/Unknown)

C03 Control Relay &
breaker

High voltage
system

Fun05 Proceed shutdown
command

Shutdown command (Yes/No)
Pump status (Run/Stop/Unknown)

C04 Control PSD node Relay &
breaker

Fun06 Aut. command
pump shutdown

Scrubber level status (PSD)
(Normal/Low/Low-low)
Pump status (Run/Stop/Unknown)

C05 Control MCS PSD node

Fun07,
Fun20

Provide scrubber
level status (PSD)

Process condition (Normal/Abnormal) F06 Feedback Sensor PSD MCS

Fun20 Provide process
information

Process condition (Normal/Abnormal) F07 Feedback MCS PSD node

Fun20 Provide process
information

Process condition (Normal/Abnormal) F08 Feedback PSD node Operator

Fun08 Man. open circuit Shutdown command (Yes/No)
Pump status (Run/Stop/Unknown)

C09 Control High voltage
system

Relay &
breaker

Fun09 Man. command
pump shutdown

Shutdown command (Yes/No)
Pump status (Run/Stop/Unknown)

C10 Control Operator High voltage
system

Fun10,
Fun20

ESD / PSD
command

Process condition (Normal/Abnormal) F11 Feedback Other
systems

Operator

Fun11 Regulate pump
power output

Alternate power command (Yes/No)
Pump status (Run/Stop/Unknown)

C12 Control Pump motor Pump

Fun12 Alternate motor
power supply

Alternate power command (Yes/No) C13 Control Driver
controller

Pump motor

Fun13 Command change
pump output

Command priority result (Act/no Act)
Pump status (Run/Stop/Unknown)

C14 Control PCS node Driver
controller

Fun14 Check command
priority

Human Command (Yes/No)
MCS Command (Yes/No)
Priority status (MCS/Human)

C15 Control PCS node PCS node

Fun15 Aut. pump output
change command

Scrubber level status (PCS)
(Normal/Low/Low-low)
Pump status (Run/Stop)

C16 Control MCS PCS node

Fun16 Man. pump output
change command

Scrubber level status (PCS)
(Normal/Low/Low-low)
Pump status (Run/Stop)

C17 Control Operator PCS node

Fun17,
Fun20

Provide scrubber
level status (PCS)

Process condition (Normal/Abnormal) F18 Feedback Sensor PCS MCS

Fun20 Provide process
information

Process condition (Normal/Abnormal) F19 Feedback MCS PCS node

Fun20 Provide process
information

Process condition (Normal/Abnormal) F20 Feedback PCS node Operator

Fun18,
Fun20

Provide pump
motor status

Process condition (Normal/Abnormal) F21 Feedback Pump motor MCS

Fun18,
Fun20

Provide relay
status

Process condition (Normal/Abnormal) F22 Feedback Relay &
breaker

PSD node

Fun18,
Fun20

Provide driver
controller status

Process condition (Normal/Abnormal) F23 Feedback Driver
controller

PCS node

Fun19 Supply Power Process condition (Normal/Abnormal) S24 Supply High voltage
system

Relay &
breaker

Fun19 Maintain power
supply

Process condition (Normal/Abnormal) S25 Supply Relay &
breaker

Driver
controller

• UCA015.LSc100. Problem in the controller due to
MCS (safety) software error

• UCA015.LSc101. Problem in the controller due to
unintended interaction between PCS and SIS that
cause software error

• UCA015.LSc102. Problem in the received informa-
tion due to level sensor (safety) hardware failure

• UCA015.LSc103. Problem in the received informa-
tion due to level sensor (safety) software error

CCs are generated based on the transformation rule to
the identified UCAs. 56 CCs correspond one to one to the
identified UCAs. The identified LScs are listed to show
the possible scenarios, possibly affecting the fulfillment of
the constraint. Examples of the generated CCs are (the CC
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Table 6. System-level losses, hazards and safety constraints identified on STPA

L Tag System-Level
Loss (L)

H Tag System-Level Hazard (H) SC
Tag

System-Level Safety Constraint (SC)

L1 Equipment
damage

H1 Equipment operates outside
normal operating condition

SC1 Equipment must be protected from
extreme operating conditions that can
result into damage

L2 Unnecessary
loss of
production

H2 Equipment operates outside
optimal operating condition

SC2 Equipment must be operated within optimal
operating conditions

H3 Unintended stop of equipment
when needed

SC3 equipment must be available to work when
needed

Figure 3. HCS of pump protection system

format is CCId. CC [LScId]. CCId and LScID refer to the
numbering of CC and the related LSc):

• CC001. Pump motor must provide stop pump to the
pump within the required time when there is shutdown
command, and the pump status is running / unknown
[LSc001]

• CC015. MCS must not provide aut. command pump
shutdown to the PSD node when scrubber level status
is normal, and the pump status is running / unknown
[LSc093-103]

• CC026. Pump motor must provide regulate pump
output to the pump continuously as required when
there is a command to change pump output, and the
pump status is running [LSc149-152]

• CC027. Pump motor must not stop providing regulate
pump output to the pump before the condition there
is a command to change pump output, and the pump
status is running changes [LSc153-157]

• CC044. MCS must provide aut. pump output change
command to the PCS node when scrubber level status
is low, and the pump status is running / unknown
[LSc252-262]

Discussion
The following sections contain discussions of the compari-
son results from the case study.

Comparison of the modeling techniques
Both analyses utilized a model to assist hazard identification,
consequence identification, and causal scenario analysis
processes. FHA and STPA utilized different models, the
FAST diagram for the former and HCS for the later. Three
properties distinguish the two models: model type, function
type, and process flow.

The FAST diagram is a model of sequential functions,
while HCS is a control structure model. In the FAST
diagram, as seen in Figure 2, the focus is to depict how
each function interacts with other functions in a structured
and sequential manner to achieve the desired function. It
is unknown which agent (system or subsystem) performs
each function. Also, the interactions between the system
with the environment are not modeled. Comparatively, HCS
modeled the conceptual system operation as a structure of
control loops. Every function (e.g., control action, feedback,
or supply) has a subject (performing the function) and an
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Table 7. Differences in function classification between FAST diagram and HCS

Modeling
differences

FAST function
type

FAST ID HCS function
type

HCS ID

Type 1 Main Fun02 – Fun06, Fun08, Fun09,
Fun11 – Fun13, Fun15, Fun16

Control action C01 – C05, C09, C10,
C12 – C14, C16, C17

Type 2 Main Fun07, Fun10, Fun17 Feedback F06, F11, F18
Type 3 Supporting Fun14 Control action C15
Type 4 Continuous Fun19 Supply S24, S25
Type 5 Continuous Fun18, Fun20, Fun21 Feedback F07, F08, F19, F20 – F23

object (the target of the function). For example, Figure 3
shows that C03. aut. open circuit control action is performed
by relay & breaker (subject) to the high voltage system
(object). Due to the association of function to subject and
object, it is possible to have several agents performing the
same function. For example, high voltage system and relay &
breaker has responsibility to maintain power supply function
(represented as S24 supply power and S25 maintain power
supply). These comparable functions are only modeled as a
single function Fun18 supply power in the FAST diagram.
In HCS, it is possible to model the influence from the
environment (anything outside the system boundary) to the
system in the HCS by modeling it as a box performing a
function to the agent.

The FAST diagram and the HCS classified the functions
into different types. In the FAST diagram, each function is
classified either as a main, a supporting, or a continuous
function. In the HCS, each function is classified either as a
control action, a feedback, or a supply function. Since the
analyzed system is the same, it is possible to map every
function’s classification between the FAST diagram and the
HCS. The summary of the mapping is listed in Table 7. For
example, the function stop pump is classified as the main
function Fun02 in the FAST diagram and as control action
C01 in the HCS (type 1). In another example, the function
detect abnormal level is a main function Fun07 in the FAST
diagram and is a feedback F06 in the HCS (type 2). This
mapping is unique for this equipment protection system and
may be different depending on the investigated system.

For the process flow, it is clear how every function’s
sequential process is modeled in the FAST diagram. The
horizontal (left-right) sequence shows how the function to
the right of the selected function is the causative function,
while the function to the left is the reactive function. In
contrast, HCS models the hierarchy in a vertical (top-down)
relation. It depicts how one controller has higher authority
than the agent (e.g., another controller or controlled process)
at the lower hierarchy level. This vertical hierarchy does not
show the system operational process (i.e., the starting, the
preceding, the following, and the finishing point).

To understand the HCS (i.e. in Figure 3), it is necessary
to read the controller responsibility and process model at
any given point (e.g. in Table 4). For example, MCS’s
responsibility as the controller is to provide C05 aut.
command pump shutdown to the PSD node. From the HCS,
PSD node has two output pathways, C04 proceed shutdown
command, or F08 provide process information. From the
Table 4, C04 has a process model shutdown command status
that indicates PSD node responsibility to pass the shutdown
command to the relay & breaker. In contrast, F08 shows PSD

Figure 4. Comparison between the number of the assessed
combination from FHA and STPA process and the identified
HEs and UCAs (types refer to Table 7)

node responsibility to provide feedback information to the
operator. F08 is not consistent with the control action C05.
It is more logical to have C04 as the following operational
sequence after C05. This way of reasoning is necessary
to gain an understanding of the system process from the
HCS. Arguably, for a more complex controller (with a higher
number of input/output functions), it would be more difficult
to understand the step-by-step sequence of the function for
people who never looked into the system before the analysis.

These three differences between the modeling of the FAST
diagram and HCS may affect the latter hazard analysis
process that will be discussed in the later section.

Comparison of the hazardous events and
unsafe control actions
Figure 4 shows statistics of the identified HEs and UCAs
from the pump protection system. It appears that FHA
captured a higher number of HEs than STPA did with UCAs.
It is due to three reasons: the use of keywords for hazard
identification, the function type classification in the selected
model, and the modeling approach.

The keywords comparison can be seen in Table 8.
Overlapping keywords result in the identification of the same
type of HEs and UCAs. For example, HE001 (in Table 5)
and UCA001 (in section STPA result) are inherently the same
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Table 8. Comparison between failure mode & UCA types

Type of failure mode Type of UCA

Omission error Not provided (when needed)
Commission error Provided (when not needed)
Late Provided too late
Early Provided too early
- Stopped too soon
- Applied too long
Value -

type of hazardous events. However, for keywords such as
stopped too soon, applied too long, and wrong value with
no comparable guidewords in the other methods (the two
former keywords for STPA and the following keywords for
FHA), the hazards identified by utilizing these keywords
were unique to the particular method. For example, STPA
did not identify UCA similar to HE043, while FHA did not
identify HE similar to UCA026 and UCA027.

Second, as mentioned during modeling technique compar-
ison, some functions are classified differently between the
FAST diagram and HCS. While it does not affect FHA’s
hazard analysis, the classification affected the identification
process of STPA. STPA considers hazardous events as unsafe
control actions. It results in a limitation of the hazard
identification process only to include the control action and
the supply functions. Therefore, functions classified as type
2 and type 5 from Table 7 are analyzed for possible HEs
in FHA, while not analyzed for possible UCAs in STPA.
Figure 4 shows that there is no orange-colored box (type
2) and light blue-colored box (type 5) in both the STPA
combination and the identified UCAs.

Finally, how the FAST diagram and HCS approached to
model the system also contributed to the number of identified
hazards. Some functions can be performed by several agents
(i.e., one function in the FAST diagram can be two or more
functions in HCS). This modeling approach increased the
number of identified hazards in the STPA. For example,
analysis of S24 supply power and S25 maintain power supply
in STPA resulted in two UCAs, while analysis of Fun18
supply power in FHA resulted in one HE.

Comparison of the consequences and
system-level losses
The identified consequences and System-level Losses for
FHA and STPA are the same: equipment damage and
unnecessary loss of production. However, they were derived
differently. In FHA, consequences are assessed as a possible
effect of HEs (inductive technique). Comparatively, the loss
results in STPA were identified at the start as unwanted
loss caused by a system-level hazard that needs to be
avoided (obtained either from past experiences with a
similar system or from standards and regulations). These Ls
became the starting point for deductive analysis in STPA to
identify UCAs. This different perspective affects the analysis
boundary.

The identified Losses in STPA limit the boundary of the
analysis to the pre-described system-level hazards and losses.
The focus of STPA was then to determine what type of
possible UCAs can result in the pre-described Losses. That
culminated in comprehensive top-down traceability from the

Loss – Hazards – UCAs – LScs (shown in the inclusion
of various IDs resulting from UCAs). Arguably, it is tough
to have a complete list of unwanted Ls and Hs from the
start of the analysis, especially if it is performed for novel
technology. When encountering this problems, Leveson26

recommended to start the analysis at a higher level of
abstraction. This, however, caused the resulting list of Ls and
Hs to be too generic and necessitates an iteration process to
ensure completeness. The top-down method of STPA shows
its limitation when there are omitted system-level losses or
system-level hazards. In this condition, it is necessary to redo
the analysis from the start to check whether there are any
omitted UCAs or LScs from the analysis. This problem soon
becomes unmanageable for a larger and complex system. In
comparison, The FHA process is not limited by the identified
consequences. When there is a change in the system, what
needs to be done is to check whether the identified hazard’s
implication results in the same/different consequence.

Comparison of the causal scenarios and loss
scenarios
Table 9 presents a statistic of the analyzed CaS and LSc by
FHA and STPA for the pump protection system. It shows
that in contrast to the higher number of identified HEs than
UCAs, the number of identified LScs is significantly higher
than the CaSs. This is caused by how the utilized model aids
the causal scenario analysis process and the availability of
other relevant information.

In FHA, all HEs are associated with a function. The
analysis scope of the CaS from the FAST diagram is limited
to the respective function and its immediate connection, as
shown in Figure 5. Comparatively, the LScs are analyzed
from their associated control loops that provide the UCAs.
A control loop includes all necessary functions to perform
the control action function (e.g., actuating, logic solving,
and sensing function). Therefore, the analyzed control loop
may include several agents that perform different functions,
as shown in Figure 6. This results in a higher number of
identified loss scenarios. For example, HE015 and UCA015
are the same type of functional hazard for a logic solver MCS.
Causal scenario analysis of HE015 identified seven distinct
CaSs, while loss scenario analysis of UCA015 identified
eleven distinct LScs. FHA’s causal scenario analysis process
was only able to find scenarios related to the MCS (that
perform logic solving function) and topside and subsea
communication (that transfer the function from the previous
function and to the following function). STPA’s loss scenario
analysis process managed to find additional unique scenarios
related to the PSD node (that perform actuating function) and
the (safety) level sensor (that performs sensing function).

As described in the procedure of FHA and STPA, both the
FAST diagram and HCS models are utilized as the aid for
the causal analysis process. The FAST diagram is a model
that depicts how every mechanism in the system is connected
structurally. It does not specify any components and how
they interact with the environment. The analyst must identify
the C and E properties (of the CESM model) from other
information sources. First, each function is associated with
the agent (or composition) performing it. Then conceptual
design and operation are utilized to check whether there will
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Table 9. Comparison between the number of analyzed
scenarios

Type FHA count STPA count

Hazard 64 56
Causal Scenario 206 346
– Caused by composition 108 247
– Caused by environment 0 0
– Caused by structure 87 80
– Caused by mechanism 11 19

Figure 5. Example of loss scenario analysis perspective
comparison based on the FAST diagram

Figure 6. Example of loss scenario analysis perspective
comparison based on the HCS

be a process condition (or environmental effect) that may
cause a hazard.

In contrast, all aspects of CESM are modeled into the
HCS (see Figure 6). An HCS depicts how the Agent (or
composition) is connected structurally to each other by
performing functions (or mechanism). Influence from the
environment can be added to the model to consider the
possible implications to the UCA. For example, Table 9
shows the classification of the identified causal scenarios
based on the CESM properties. While both techniques cover
all the CESM properties for the causal scenario analysis, the
HCS provides more help due to the inclusion of all the model
properties. It reduces the omission possibility when checking
the causal scenarios from several information sources.

Comparison of the safety requirements and
controller constraints
FHA derived 64 SRs, while STPA derived 56 CCs.
These requirements/constraints are obtained solely from the
identified hazards. The SRs and CCs are evaluated based on
the eight criteria for requirement23: (1) identifiable, (2) clear,
(3) solution-specific, (4) have ownership, (5) have origin, (6)
verifiable, (7) able to be validated, and (8) have priority.

Figure 7. Example of key attributes tagging on the HEs and
SRs (colors are used to distinguish between the key attributes)

Figure 8. Example of key attributes tagging on the UCAs and
CCs (colors are used to distinguish between the key attributes)

(1) Identifiable. Both SRs and CCs are derived to ensure
the safety of the system. They can be accounted for the
hazard analysis process of FHA and STPA. If any changes
arise in the system, the listed requirement may not be
applicable anymore, depending on the implication of change
to the analyzed system.

(2) Clear. The derived SRs and CCs achieved this by
utilizing the key attributes from the HEs and UCAs to word
the requirements/constraints. The examples of the tagging
from the key attributes to the generated SRs and CCs are
shown in Figure 7 and Figure 8. For example, an SR is
identifiable by its composition of function, SR keyword,
operational mode, and causal scenario. Similarly, a CC
is recognizable by its composition of the controller, CC
keyword, control action, controlled process, process model,
and loss scenario. The transformation rule from HEs to SRs
and UCAs to CCs in Table 2 makes the derived SRs and CCs
more evident.

(3) Solution-specific. Both FHA and STPA are performed
to analyze a specific system. The derived SRs and CCs are
only applicable, given the context and scope of the analysis
initially defined. Like the first criterion, the SRs and CCs
may not be applicable anymore if any changes occur.

(4) Have ownership. In the context of systemic hazard
analysis of functions, it is best performed during the early
design phase. Both SRs and CCs need to be followed by
the designer to develop the system’s detailed design. The
stakeholder may change if the hazard analysis is performed
at the different phases of design.

(5) Have origin. In FHA, the SRs subject is the function
itself. It does not specify which component (system or
subsystem) needs to follow the requirement. It allows the
decision-maker to assign any agent that needs to carry out the
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functions. In STPA, the CCs subject is a specific controller
(see Figure 8) that needs to be constrained. If the control
action is assigned to a different agent, the initial requirement
does not apply anymore. Another STPA process needs to be
done to check whether additional CCs are required for the
new agent.

(6) Verifiable. If the requirement is too detailed and
technical, the requirements may not be satisfied by the new
technology and limit the options for solutions. Both SRs
and CCs are functional requirements. They do not limit the
possible solution as long as it is possible to achieve the
required functionality. The causal/loss scenarios can be used
as guidance to satisfy the requirements (e.g., by identifying
the barrier to eliminate, prevent, or mitigate the scenarios).
Both SRs and CCs also need to be checked against the
system’s original functional requirement. There may be
conflicting requirements due to the different perspectives in
the initial requirement (e.g., between achieving safety of the
system or availability of the production).

(7) Able to be validated. In this paper, the SRs and CCs are
qualitative requirements. It is difficult to justify whether the
derived requirements can be achieved or not given the current
form of the SRs and CCs (without measurable criteria).
FHA is originally a semi-quantitative hazard analysis tool.
Typically, a risk assessment process is integrated into the
FHA process (see section FHA procedure) to validate
the requirements (e.g., by quantifying the effects of risk
reductions and checking them against the risk criteria). In
contrast, STPA is originally not supported by quantitative
measures due to Leveson’s skepticism with the individual
number assignment (e.g., for likelihood assessment)1. Only
recently that Kim et al.31 proposed a semi-quantitative
approach for risk analysis with STPA.

(8) Have priority. In this paper, we do not perform
any prioritization of the safety requirement. As discussed
previously, the semi-quantitative measures are also used to
prioritize essential requirements in both FHA and STPA
(although still need further research for the latter method).

Conclusion of the comparison analysis
Table 10 provides a summary of the comparison results. To
assess the implication, we need to bring the results one step
higher and reflect on the analysis to answer the RQs and our
initial objective. Based on the analysis to answer the RQ1,
the comparison indicates that both methods are similarly
suitable for analyzing novel technology. It is unnecessary
to utilize FHA and STPA simultaneously since they capture
similar types of functional hazards and scenarios. From
the analysis to answer the RQ2 and RQ3, STPA has two
advantages over FHA: the modeling technique captures
all four systemic properties, and the safety requirements
structure complies with more criteria of a requirement.

If looking into the system model, the STPA’s modeling
technique captures all four systemic properties of a system,
while FHA’s modeling technique can only capture two
systemic properties. This makes the causal analysis process
of STPA easier than FHA due to the latter’s need to refer
to other documents/models for support. From the criteria
of a requirement, we identify that every safety requirement
in STPA has been assigned to an agent (e.g., physical
component or human). This makes the safety requirement of

STPA ready for use, while an additional process is required
in FHA to identify the agent.

Based on the reasons above, we conclude that STPA is
more suitable than FHA to analyze novel technology. Due
to their focus on functionality, rather than the realization,
both methods are theoretically general enough to be used
across different application areas. Our recommendation
is valid in the process industry, as demonstrated in this
study, and in the aerospace industry19, where FHA is
the recommended methods4. STPA demonstration in other
industrial applications, e.g., medical29,36, and maritime37,
indicates its versatility across different subject areas and
implies that our recommendation can be relevant as well.

Overall implications
This section discusses the implications of the findings with
several topics in the risk management area.

Insights into hazard analysis methods
The comparison analysis highlights the differences between
FHA and STPA procedures that can be used as lessons
learned to improve both methods. For example, we found
several unique hazards to FHA and STPA due to the
different keywords used by each method. FHA and STPA
may increase hazards coverage by borrowing the missing
keywords (refer to Table 8) and used them for the
identification of hazardous events or UCAs.

In STPA, the feedback functions are not considered for
UCAs’ identification, which results in a lower number
of the hazards. Error in the feedback functions (e.g.,
detection error) are later identified as possible scenarios
that lead to the UCA (see discussion on causal scenario
comparison). Therefore, there is a lower risk of omission
by not considering the feedback functions as UCA. It is not
necessary to modify the STPA procedure based on this issue.

For the modeling technique, HCS captures more systemic
properties of CESM than the FAST diagram. In FHA, this is
complemented by analyzing the remaining properties from
other information sources. Utilizing the HCS model (or
similar model that captures CESM properties in a single
model) during the FHA’s causal analysis process would
reduce the omission possibility of relevant scenarios.

The analysis using STPA in our study case produces a
significantly higher number of causal scenarios than FHA.
Most of the scenarios found by STPA are caused by similar
causal factors that are redundant with FHA causal factors.
When analyzing the type of causal factors in scenarios,
we found that both methods still suffer the same limitation
for identifying either scenario due to a single point causal
factor (e.g., component failure or software error) or known
scenario (due to simple interaction). This is contrary to
Leveson et al.19 findings that analysis using STPA could
find causal scenarios that could not be found by analysis
using FHA. Currently, both hazard analysis methods still
rely heavily on expert judgment and historical experiences.
For novel technology involving complex software-intensive
systems, experts and experiences’ advantages are lower (due
to limited information). Having a systemic perspective when
analyzing the causal scenarios does not imply capturing
systemic causal scenarios. We conclude that the systemic
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Table 10. Summary of the comparison analysis

FHA vs. STPA steps FHA STPA

FAST diagram vs. HCS · Model system as structured functional
diagram

· Model system as a structured control loop

· No information on the subject that performs
the function (system or subsystem)

· Every function has a subject (that perform
the function) and object (target of the
function)

· No information on interaction with the
environment

· Possible to model effect on the environment

· Function is classified as main, support and
continuous

· Function is classified as control, feedback,
and supply

· Function sequence is clear · Control sequence is ambiguous
· One function can be performed by several
agents (e.g., for pass-through of function)

Hazardous Events (HE) vs.
Unsafe Control Actions
(UCA)

· Type of failure mode: omission error,
commission error, late, early, value

· Type of UCA: not provided (when needed)
provided (when not needed), provided too
late, provided too early, stopped too soon,
applied too long

· Analyze every function as possible HEs · Does not analyze feedback function as
possible UCAs (not a control action).

· When analyzing comparable functions and
utilizing similar keywords, both methods find
the same type of hazards

· When analyzing comparable functions and
utilizing similar keywords, both methods find
the same type of hazards

Consequence vs.
System-level Loss

· Identified as result of HEs (bottom-up
approach)

· Need to be defined at first (top-down
approach)
· Boundary of the analysis

Causal Scenario (CaS) vs.
Loss Scenario (LSc)

· The analyzed scenarios are considered from
the hazardous function and its interaction with
connecting function

· The analyzed scenarios are considered from
every function in the control loop

· Need additional information sources to
assess the compositional (e.g. component
failure) and environmental problem (e.g.
pressure influence)

· The compositional, environment, structure
and mechanism properties of a system is
included into single HCS model

Safety Requirement (SR) vs.
Controller Constraint (CC)

· Does not have an agent as the subject for a
requirement

· Have an agent as the subject for a
requirement

· Has established procedure to apply criteria
for validation and prioritization

· Originally, do not include criteria for
validation and prioritization. Recent works
indicate the attempt for prioritization.

model used by STPA does not have an advantage over the
complex linear model used by FHA. Therefore, a procedure
to analyze systemic scenarios caused by multiple point
problems and unknown scenarios is required.

Insights into the cautionary principle
Both FHA and STPA generate qualitative requirements with
equal weight for all the identified requirements. This is in
line with the cautionary principle that if the consequences
of an activity could be serious or subject to uncertainties,
then cautionary measures should be taken and, or the activity
should not be carried out 38,39. However, according to Kim
et al.31, equal weight does not provide decision-making
support. For example, our case studies with FHA and STPA
identified many scenarios for a small system with only
12 components. Without prioritization, the decision-maker
would not be able to select the most critical requirements as
resources and time for implementation are limited.

When the application is safety-critical, risk and reliability
requirements are applied to the functions (not treated in the
paper). The requirements (expressed as safety integrity level
requirements) stem from as low as reasonably practicable
principle. Some functions may not be implemented with

the same integrity (or having different priority levels). If
the requirements have low priorities (e.g., having minimal
consequences, or less uncertainty), they can be assumed
to have an insignificant impact on the system. Thus, not
conflicting with the cautionary principle. While risk analysis
is already an established practice in FHA, the experience
with risk analysis on STPA is low. Kim et al.31 approach has
a risk of screening out essential scenarios. Further research
is vital to improve and validate the latter approach with other
study cases.

Insights into the uncertainty management
Assumptions used during the hazard analysis process imply
that the result’s validity may have uncertainties. For example,
during the modeling process, the analyst would have an
initial preconception of the system behavior. Karanikas40

presented at least ten types of assumptions during each step
of the STPA procedure. Similarly, assumptions are used
when performing FHA for our case study.

We found that Both FHA and STPA do not guide on
communicating both assumptions and their uncertainties
sufficiently. The results of FHA and STPA only covers what
were considered as hazardous scenarios and did not record
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what was not found (e.g., safe scenarios). The omission
of such results may be dangerous as the latter scenarios’
assumptions may deviate (due to uncertainties) and result
in the need to consider such scenarios as hazardous. Bjerga
et al.41 recommended performing a separate assessment to
analyze the implication of uncertainty in the assumption
in their work for treating uncertainty in risk analysis
of a complex system. The recommended methods, the
assumption-deviation risk42, may also be useful for the
management of uncertainties in both FHA and STPA. Here,
the strength of knowledge in every assumption is assessed
for the risk of deviation. Suppose the deviations have a
significant impact on the analysis results, an additional
study may be performed on the assumptions to increase the
strength of knowledge and minimize the deviation effect.

Insights into the resilience management
Resilience refers to the system’s ability to react and recover
from disturbances43. In the context of safety, we focus
only on the disturbances that may cause losses. The safety
requirements of FHA and STPA are limited on the prevention
of hazardous events (i.e., react part of resilience). We found
that there is a lack of attention on managing the resilience
if the hazardous events (leading into losses) (i.e., react part
of resilience) and the consequences do occur (i.e., recover
part of resilience). Even if the safety requirements of FHA
or STPA are fulfilled, there is no guarantee that this would
result in a perfectly safe system. Thus, management on the
missing part mentioned above would be necessary to increase
the system’s safety.

For the hazardous events leading to the losses part, we may
learn from the process to generate the safety requirements
in FHA and STPA. We suggest two-step procedures. The
first is to add safety requirements to prevent or mitigate
the losses. For example, in FHA, the requirements may be
formed as follows, hazardous event #xx should not lead to
consequence #xx. Similar requirements can be formed for
STPA by changing the hazardous event with UCA. Then,
FHA or STPA may be coupled with consequence assessment
methods (e.g., cause-consequence diagram5 or event tree
analysis5,6). The later step is similar to the causal analysis
procedure, where the results are attached to the requirements
as guidance for scenarios that need to be prevented.

For the consequences part, we suggest forming the
requirements to recover from the consequences. For
example, system should be able to recover from consequence
#xx. The requirement allows the decision-maker to formulate
the recovery approach specific for each system condition.

Conclusion
This paper has carried out a systematic comparison of
FHA and STPA with a case study from an equipment
protection system in the oil and gas industry. We compared
each step of the analysis individually (i.e., during system
modeling, hazard identification, consequence identification,
causal scenario analysis, and safety requirement generation).
We have analyzed how each process is beneficial to identify
functional hazards, provide a systemic perspective of the
system, and generate safety requirements. This study found
that STPA is more suitable than FHA to analyze the

investigated system due to the advantages of the modeling
technique used and the format of safety requirements that it
generated. Recommendations are provided to improve FHA
and STPA based on the lessons learned from each method.
If the recommendations are implemented, FHA and STPA
may have a similar level of capability and may replace each
other. Obvious that this finding differs with other research
claim where STPA is shown to be significantly better than
the compared methods19 or is required as supplementary
methods20. Further works by investigating other system with
different functionalities and complexities are required to
verify our claim.

The selection of STPA (or FHA as an alternative) requires
further works to be aligned with the functional safety
standard, i.e., IEC 61508. We have discussed our insights
related to the cautionary principle, uncertainty management,
and resilience management as guidance for further works.
First, the risk assessment process for prioritization of STPA
results needs to be validated. Second, there is a need to
investigate the assumption-deviation risk method to manage
uncertainty in the FHA or STPA results. Another future work
is to test and validate the suggested procedures for improving
the resilience management in FHA and STPA.
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